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Abstract. The Semantic Web community has produced a large body of
literature that is becoming increasingly difficult to manage, browse, and
use. Recent work on attention-based, sequence-to-sequence Transformer
neural architecture has produced language models that generate surpris-
ingly convincing synthetic conditional text samples. In this demonstra-
tion, we re-train the GPT-2 architecture using the complete corpus of
proceedings of the International Semantic Web Conference since 2002
until 2019. We use an input text from a web service for conditionally
sampling paper snippets, therefore illustrating cases where this model
can help at addressing challenges in scientific paper writing, such as nav-
igating extensive literature, explaining the Semantic Web core concepts,
providing definitions, and even inspiring new research ideas.
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1 Introduction

A current scientific crisis revolves around the unmanageable pace at which new
papers are being published. Studies show that over the past decades the number
of published scientific papers has climbed by 8–9% each year; only in biomedicine
2 papers per minute are published in PubMed [5]. This causes problems to the
traditional workflows of scientists, who lack resources for keeping up. The added
load on an already resource-scarce scientific environment creates additional chal-
lenges: navigating scientific literature; writing papers; and getting new ideas be-
comes even harder. Moreover, humans have inherent limitations, such as not
being systematic, introducing errors, having biases, and writing poor reports [2].
The use of AI to address these limitations has been identified as essential [4].

The Semantic Web, a research community that had its first international
conference in 2002, is also exposed to these challenges. Only in 2019 its proceed-
ings contained 1,377 pages and 569,371 words [3]; the complete 2002-2019 series
contains 21,337,067 words. As time progresses, the entry cost to the knowledge
and insights contained in these proceedings raises.
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Recently, language models have seen a spectacular improvement due to the
introduction of deep neural architectures for long short-term memory [1]. Specif-
ically, neural architectures based on the attention-based, sequence-to-sequence
Transformer such as GPT-2 [7] have produced language models that generate
surprisingly convincing synthetic conditional text samples. These models have
been applied e.g. to generate PubMed/MEDLINE abstracts3 and investigate
imaginaries and unexplored hypotheses around climate change [6].

Here, we leverage the language learning and generation capabilities of GPT-
2 for Semantic Web literature, and we re-train its small model (117M) using
the full corpus of International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC) proceedings4.
Our goal is to investigate how AI and natural language generation can support
the increasingly challenging task of writing Semantic Web papers. To do this,
we first gather all ISWC proceedings volumes in PDF format, and we transform
and prepare them in text form (Section 2). Then, we use this representation as
training set for GPT-2, and we study the conditional samples it generates at
given inputs (Section 3). We build a web-based interface on top of the model in
order to demonstrate our approach (Section 4).

2 Dataset

Our dataset is generated from the electronic version of the proceedings of the In-
ternational Semantic Web Conference5 (ISWC). There are 18 proceedings rang-
ing from the year of 2002, until 2019, with those after 2010 split into two parts
due to their extensive length. This results into a total of 28 files processed by us.

We have converted each PDF file into TXT using the pdftotext command
line tool. The tool can transcribe files while roughly maintaining their original
physical layout, in the case of ISWC, the Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS) template. Nonetheless, the tool is not precise, and introduces some con-
version errors. These make the generated text, at times, meaningless to human
readers. We have cleaned up most of these errors, and some other elements (e.g.,
list of authors, table of contents, page headers) which disrupt the training of
language models. In the following, we describe our data cleaning process.

2.1 Data cleaning

We clean the transcribed proceedings by leveraging from the LNCS template and
its layout components. We use them to build regular expressions which help us
locate and remove unwanted content, in this particular order: 1. cover pages and
meta information about the book; 2. running headers with authors and titles;
3. the list of organization committee and sponsors, and the table of contents;
4. copyright footnotes; 5. list of references; and 6. author index. We also conduct
3 https://twitter.com/DrJHoward/status/1188130869183156231
4 We are working on analogous experiments using ESWC papers, and the mixed set
of ESWC+ISWC papers, given the substantial overlap of the two conferences.

5 Latest edition at time of writing: https://iswc2020.semanticweb.org/
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manual cleanings assisted by regular expressions to clean: 7. tables, images, and
algorithms; 8. formulae; and 9. extra spaces. For the sake of brevity, we select a
few components to give more explanation.

Cover pages. The initial pages of the proceedings contain the cover, and
mostly information about the book and its printing. We remove everything found
before the heading “Preface” as it does not contain scientific text on Semantic
Web. We decided to include the preface in our dataset as it is also written by
members of the Semantic Web community.

Running Headers. Running headers contain authors’ names, paper titles
and page numbers. They are the first content in most pages of the proceedings
(except first page of each paper), which means they break the flow of natural
text. We identify running headers by the presence of a page break character.

References. We remove references as they do not represent natural text. In
order to remove the list of references of each paper we select content from the
heading “References” until the next page break character.

The order of the cleaning steps is relevant. For instance, removing running
headers before references. For short references sections that fit within one page,
the next page break represents the beginning of the next paper. However, for
longer ones taking more than one page, we must first remove the running headers,
which also removes the page breaks characters in between the reference list.

The automatic steps do not suffice, some manual cleaning is also needed.
One example are the Figures, which sometimes contain textual elements that
get transcribed as disconnected words spaced in a random fashion. Building
unambiguous regular expressions for those is challenging. We chose instead to
search for their captions only, and manually analyze the content to be removed.

3 Training GPT-2 with Semantic Web Papers

Using the output of the clean ISWC text proceedings, we retrain GPT-2 using
the 117M model as a basis in a 32 core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @
2.40GHz with 252GB of RAM. First, we encode the dataset to prepare it for
multiple runs (118s, 21,337,067 tokens). Then, we run the training process for
30788 iterations and 122228.36s (33.95h, average of 3.97s/it). The average loss
at this point is 1.53. We then use the resulting model to generate conditional
samples using various input texts. The following examples show the synthetic
conditional samples generated by the model (in italics) at the provided input
sentences (between quotes):

Example 1 (Explaining related work). “Reasoning with OWL ontologies
at scale has proven to be a difficult problem in the Semantic Web. As shown
by van Harmelen et al.” [1], the task of OWL reasoning involves the problem of
identifying the relations between entities in a knowledge base. In this paper we
present a series of approaches to the discovery of such relations. In particular, we
focus on the problem of OWL reasoning by defining a set of axioms (or concepts)
that can be used to classify knowledge bases.
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Example 2 (Definitions). “The Semantic Web is” a rich and evolving web
of interconnected resources with many different types of content, such as web
pages, blogs, videos, music plays, and so on.

Example 3 (Acknowledgements). See Acknowledgements below.
Example 4 (Explaining topics). “Decentralized querying on the Semantic

Web with SPARQL has a number of advantages.” First, the presence of RDF
graphs (i.e., named graphs) in the data, along with the possibility of querying
them with SPARQL, allows the user to retrieve relevant data from the data
cloud. Second, with the large amount of available data, the application is able to
scale up to a large number of data sources.

Example 5 (Suggesting novel ideas). “Many of the challenges of the Se-
mantic Web have been partially solved using deep learning techniques based on
embeddings. In this paper,” we present a system that generates a deep neural
network (Deep Convolutional Network) from a set of neural networks and inte-
grates it with a subset of the ontology that is used to model features of the text.
Such neural networks are applied to model the textual content of the text, and
the features are used to compute the semantic similarity between these features.
The user-defined features can then be used to compute semantic features for the
textual content of the text. Figure 2 shows the implementation of this class of
features for the text in the system.

Example 6 (Structured language). “PREFIX rdf:
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> SELECT * WHERE {” ?en-
tity ?name . ?entity ?name . ?entity . ?entity . ?entity . ?entity . ?entity }

Example 7 (Exploring research alternatives). “A number of different
approaches investigate the problem of ontology matching in the Semantic Web.
For example, ” the work on ontology matching by Euzenat [5] is an example of
a model of matching. Recently, a new approach for ontology matching has been
proposed that addresses the problem of ontology alignment based on the problem
of ontology matching. The problem of ontology alignment based on similarity of
concepts is described by similarity of classes and property.

Example 8 (Paper structure). “The main contributions of this paper are”
as follows: – The first is a set of rules for the classification of relational data
schemas. These rules are designed to be based on the following categories of data:
– Datatypes: These are data that are the subject of at least one triple pattern and
are considered to be an instance of schema. – Classes: These are either datatypes
that are a subclass of data types, or datatypes that are not datatypes.

Example 8 (Scientific hypotheses). “In this paper, our hypothesis is” that
a new ontology can be derived from an existing one. The key idea is to combine
ontology-based and knowledge-based approaches, which are designed to provide
reasoning and reasoning-based services that allow to perform reasoning tasks.

Example 8 (Scientific research questions). “Therefore, our research
question in this paper is” how do we build a system that is able to learn and
use such knowledge in a real context and that can answer this question in a way
that is representative of a real problem.
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4 Demonstration

A web-based demonstrator of the trained model through conditional sampling
is available at http://swgpt2.amp.lod.labs.vu.nl/. As parameters for conditional
sampling, we set the temperature at 1 and the diversity at 40. After the service
loads the required libraries, a Model prompt is displayed. The user can then type
the sentence, followed by the enter key, that will be used as input to the model
for conditional sampling. After a few seconds, the model outputs a sample.

The demonstration on the floor will make use of this prompt for conditional
sampling. Users will be instructed to provide contexts of various lengths, as well
as finished and unfinished sentences. The guidance for the input sentences, as well
as the generated content, will include: (a) Semantic Web topics (e.g. knowledge
graph construction, querying, ontologies, APIs, reasoning, etc.); (b) Structured
and unstructured content (e.g. RDF vs natural language); (c) References, cita-
tions, and other scholarly features; (d) Well-known authors in the community.

In the future, we plan to retrain GPT-2 adding the whole collection of ESWC
papers; we will investigate methods for dynamically cleaning and reusing the
training set for different goals; and we will develop template and rule-based
systems for assisting on various automated Semantic Web paper writing tasks.
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